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Values

LOEK HALMAN

Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands
Introduction
In everyday life people value the worth, desirability, uti-

lity, quality of things, goods, and actions using certain

principles and standards often called values. Values are

even considered to be crucial factors in everyday life

according to the social sciences. All of them study values

using a distinctive theoretical perspective. In economics

the value of products, goods, and services are studied in

terms of their utility. The economic theory of value is

usually equated with the theory of price. In psychology,

values are regarded the motivations for behaviors. In

sociology values are considered to be social standards or

criteria that can serve as selection principles to determine

a choice between alternative ways of social action. Sociol-

ogists are interested in values as far as they are inherent to

social systems, i.e., are culturally or structurally deter-

mined, or influence the orientation of collectivities.

The interest in values is not only growing in social

science, but also booming in contemporary fast changing

societies. For example, in public and political discourses

about a (dis)united Europe and its future development,

the issue of values has come to the fore. The map of

Europe is not only set by its geographical borders, but is

more and more defined in the minds of its people. The

discussions about Turkey’s accession to the European

Union center around the assumed differences in funda-

mental values, while many people fear that a further

European unification will gradually dissolve national

identity and nationally unique value patterns. Similar

questions play at the other side of the Atlantic where

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

was established in 1994. Values are considered to have

played a key role in this integration process, because

‘‘mass values have shaped the politics of continental inte-

gration in significant ways and. . . . Value change among

the American, Canadian, and Mexican publics helps to

explain why political leaders pursued NAFTA when they
H. Anheier, S. Toepler (eds.), International Encyclopedia of Civil Society, DOI
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did’’ (Inglehart et al., 1996: 3). At a global scale, there is an

intensification of worldwide social relations, international

trade and flows of information, which, according to some,

will lead to an increasing cosmopolitan outlook and ulti-

mately to a homogenization of cultures and consequently

the end of clear distinctive national identities and the

gradual disappearance of cross-national differences in

fundamental values. The debates about values is further

fuelled by the growing concern about the vanishing of

certain traditional values and the waning of civic virtuous

and community life that are at the core of the ‘‘good’’

society. Many people fear that a growing number of citi-

zens is indifferent about society, and will become too

narrowly focused on pure self-interest, being selfish, ego-

istic, irresponsible, political apathetic and morally obtru-

sive. For some it is therefore about time that the old

‘‘good’’ virtues and values are restored so that people

become ‘‘decent’’ and responsible again, and that institu-

tions and the sense of community are revitalized (Bellah

et al., 1986, 1992; Fukuyama, 2000; Etzioni, 1996, 2001).

Values, such as justice, freedom, equality, patriotism,

and loyalty, determine what is considered normal and

abnormal, decent and indecent, rational and irrational,

desirable and undesirable, good and bad or right and

wrong. They set goals and define priorities and as such

they shape a society’s political, social, and economic per-

formance and determine the direction in which these

societies are moving (see Harrison & Huntington, 2000).

This is not to say that values are the only determining

factors or that values cannot be shaped by economic

factors, and political and social conditions. Culture, poli-

tics, society, and economy are interlinked and changes in

one will affect and work back on the other.

Definition
The importance and significance of values may be widely

recognized and accepted, less agreement exists on the

meaning and reference of the term value. There is no

consensual definition of values (Hechter, 1993) and little

validated theory has developed on values thus far (Dietz &

Stern, 1995: 264; Hechter, 1992, 1993). Values are hard to

define properly and the sociological and psychological

literature on the subject reveals a real terminological jun-

gle. Lautmann’s (1971) inventory of numerous books and
10.1007/978-0-387-93996-4,
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articles yielded no less than 180 different value definitions.

To a large extent, this conceptual confusion is grounded

not so much in the nature of values as in the fact that social

science studies values as immanent and not, as philosophy

and theology do, as transcendent phenomena. One obvious

problem in social research is that the values that people

hold can only be postulated or inferred, because these

values are mental constructs, and therefore are not visible

or measurable directly. As Hechter (1993: 3) noted, ‘‘values

can take many forms, but all of these are unobservable.’’

As a consequence, a value is a more or less open concept.

Lacking an empirically grounded theory of values, many

efforts have been made to distinguish values from closely-

related concepts like attitudes, beliefs, opinions, and so

on, which are also of a theoretical nature (Kluckhohn,

1959; Rokeach, 1973; Van Deth & Scarbrough, 1995).

There is, however, a common understanding that values

are somehow more basic or more existential than its

related concepts. Attitudes, for example, are considered

to refer to a more restricted complex of objects and/or

behaviors than values. This type of theoretical argument

assumes a more or less hierarchical structure in which

values are more basic than attitudes. ‘‘A value is seen to

be a disposition of a person just like an attitude, but more

basic than an attitude, often underlying it’’ (Rokeach,

1968: 124). The same applies to the relations between

values and theoretical concepts such as norms, beliefs,

opinions, and so on.

Most social scientists agree, however, that values are

deeply rooted motivations, principles, or orientations

guiding, steering, channeling, or explaining certain atti-

tudes, norms, opinions, convictions, and desires which, in

turn, direct human action or at least part of it. Values justify,

motivate and legitimate human behavior, but they are of a

more general nature. Values ‘‘define the main directions of

action without reference to specific goals or more detailed

situations or structures,’’ Parsons claims (1960: 171; see also

Kluckhohn, 1959: 395; Rokeach, 1968: 160; 1973: 5).

Adhering to a specific value constitutes a disposition, or

a propensity to act in a certain way (Halman, 1991: 27;

Van Deth & Scarbrough, 1995). Such a definition of values

is a functional one and although it is more a description

of what values do rather than what they actually are, it

enables one to measure values as latent constructs, that

can be observed indirectly, that is, in the way in which

people evaluate states, activities, or outcomes.

Historical Background
Although the term ‘‘values’’ is rather recently introduced,

what nowadays are identified as values can be recognized

in the virtues prevalent in ancient Greek philosophy.
Plato’s ‘‘ideas’’ and the ‘‘virtues’’ Aristotle distinguished

and Stoicism pursued to ultimately achieve happiness

defined for a long time in history the good moral life

and offered the moral principles to discriminate between

right and wrong actions, and good and bad behavior.

These ideas were incorporated into Christian moral the-

ology and used in moral philosophy to define and decide

on the standards of right and wrong behavior. Virtues had

a normative connotation, whereas the term ‘‘value’’ was

mainly used in economics to denote utility or preferences

and to evaluate the performance of an economy.

Nietzche’s Umwertung aller Werte and Weber’s sociology

and his idea of ‘‘value-freedom’’ were a kind of starting

point for using the term ‘‘values’’ instead of virtue. Their

ideas put public morality, and especially Christian moral-

ity, into perspective because moral judgments and con-

victions were considered private matters that could not be

justified rationally. Whereas virtues refer to habits or

traits that are basically good for you and society, values

are intrinsically neither good nor bad. They are neutral

in the sense that not necessarily lead to a better or

life, decency, or happiness. Values are, however, con-

sidered prime motivators of behavior, a characteristic

that appears in the works of early sociologists.

Weber’s intriguing work on the protestant ethic and

the spirit of capitalism boosted the awareness that value

orientations of mass publics do matter for and in society.

Durkeim argued that without consensus or agreement on

fundamental values, social solidarity would be threatened,

society would become disintegrated and individuals vul-

nerable to anomie. Earlier Comte and Tocqueville noted

that a society or democracy cannot survive if its citizens

lack consensus about certain fundamental ideas and beliefs.

The concept of values was further elaborated by scho-

lars like Parsons who regarded values as ‘‘modes of nor-

mative orientation of action in a social system which

define the main directions of action without reference to

specific goals or more detailed situations or structures’’

(Parsons, 1960: 171). Values were attributed significant

powers in social life and assumed to be determining and

distinguishing factors for human actions. Several attempts

were made to measure values empirically, but they were

not undisputed, because most of these appeared to be

highly selective in the sense that ‘‘the researcher knows

what to look for beforehand and imposes certain categories

of response upon the empirical situation (. . .). Observable

reality is forced into accord with a preconceived model.

Thus it is little wonder that functionalist research often

finds ‘‘evidence’’ for its concepts: such evidence is

never given a chance not to appear’’ (Spates, 1983: 34).

Measuring values thus became a major issue and several
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refinements and new attempts were made to tap them,

e.g., by applying content analysis but increasingly also by

using survey research. Major contributions were made by

Melvin Kohn (1969) and his study of values focusing on

self-direction and conformity, and Milton Rokeach

(1973) who distinguished expressive from instrumental

values.

Despite their efforts, a compelling substantive system-

atic theory in which values have a place did not develop.

The existence of values in people’s minds can only be

hypothesized, but compelling empirical evidence that

they really exist above and beyond people’s beliefs, atti-

tudes etc. is still lacking. Also the genesis of values and the

process that generates them remain unclear and appear

hard to prove empirically. Nevertheless the importance of

values for human behaviors is not disputed, but exactly

how and to what degree values determine behavior is still

ambiguous. Because of this lack of sophisticated theory

and decisive empirical support, the little guidance for

understanding how values shape human actions, the

high level of abstraction, and the problems of measuring

them, the interest in values declined for some time

(Hechter, 1993; Spates, 1983).

Following the logic of economics, social phenomena

became increasingly explained as the result of the rational

calculations made by self-interested individuals who aim

at maximizing their own individual utility. It was assumed

that values only as relative prices and not as moral dis-

positions play an important role in that decision making

process.

In more recent years, however, interest in the cultural

factor and thus values rose again, not in the last place

because rational choice models could not explain all or

even most of individual behaviors. Apparently people

are not always only driven by a narrowly conceived self-

interest and thus are not always sheer rationally calculat-

ing and maximizing their own interests, but act also

morally, or on the basis of normative considerations and

values. Culture in general and values in particular were

once again regarded important sources in human life and

treated as a powerful active agent. As Hechter (1992: 227–

228) argues, ‘‘It is hard to disagree with the sentiment that

values deserve a prominent place in the contemporary

social scientist’s lexicon. Doing without them would

challenge many cherished institutions and beliefs.’’

Key Issues
One of the key issues to be solved in order to achieve

progress in the genesis and efficacy of values is the problem

of measuring values (see Hechter, 1992: 215). Numerous

attempts have been made to achieve that. In the early days,
the idea was to simply ask people to describe their own

values, or to ask people what their values are, but as

Rokeach (1973: 26–27) pointed out ‘‘a person might not

be willing or able to tell us about them, or he might be

highly selective in what he chooses to tell us.’’ Many

people will find it extremely difficult to describe their

values, even if they know what their values are. Therefore

Kluckhohn (1959: 408) suggested focusing on the choices

people make, while Dodd (1951) suggested to infer values

from asking what people want. Others suggested a more

indirect way of measuring values. According to them

values are reflected in the media, thus in written docu-

ments, biographies, articles in magazines and newspapers,

letters, speeches, and states of the union. Others have

applied content analyses for analyzing values in this

way (for example, refer to Spates 1983; Namenwirth &

Weber, 1987). Since the 1950s, the survey instrument

became increasingly popular to investigate values among

populations.

International Perspectives
The breakthrough of value research came when social and

political scientists decided to investigate value differences

not only among but also across populations. Almond and

Verba’s pioneering work on Civic Culture examines politi-

cal values in five countries and is one of the first empirical

studies using the recently developed research technology

of random sample surveys. They demonstrated convinc-

ingly that a particular pattern of orientations to political

actions had major implications for the ‘‘way the political

system operates – to its stability, effectiveness and so forth’’

(Almond & Verba, 1965: 74). Rokeach (1973) developed a

measurement instrument consisting of 36 items that re-

flect 18 ultimate and 18 existential values. Respondents

were asked to rank order these and these rankings appear

to vary among different groups of people in different

cultures. Hofstede’s (1980,1991,2001) international study

among IBM employees resulted in five basic dimensions

of culture which he considers values. Cultures differ in the

degree to which they accept authority and inequality;

differ in being individualistic or collectivistic, masculine

or feminine; emphasize security and avoid uncertainties,

and differ in being more focused on the future or the

present. Each nation takes up a distinct position on

the scale represented by each dimension (Hofstede,

2001: 29). Shalom Schwartz defines values as the ‘‘criteria

people use to select and justify actions and to evaluate

people (including the self) and events’’ (Schwartz, 1992:

1). Starting point for Schwartz is a list of ten value

types that are recognized by all people across all cul-

tures. These are ‘‘power,’’ ‘‘achievement,’’ ‘‘hedonism,’’
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‘‘stimulation,’’ ‘‘self-direction,’’ ‘‘universalism,’’ ‘‘benevo-

lence,’’ ‘‘tradition,’’ ‘‘conformity,’’ and ‘‘security.’’ These

‘‘value types’’ can be confined to two basic orientations:

openness to change versus conservation and self-enhance-

ment versus self-transcendence (Schwartz, 1994: 239–

243). At the higher level, the level of countries, these ten

values can be confined to seven higher order or culture

value types. Harry Triandis, another psychologist and

pioneer in investigating people’s basic values emphasizes

the dimension of individualism versus collectivism.

‘‘Whether or not cultures are more individualistic or

more collectivistic depends on two specific cultural syn-

dromes,’’ according to Triandis (1995: 52), being: ‘‘cultur-

al tightness versus looseness, and cultural complexity

versus simplicity. The tighter and simpler a culture, the

more collectivist it is’’ (Vinken et al., 2004: 10).

A new step forward was taken when cross-national,

repeated collaborative value surveys were fielded from the

1980s on. Especially important are the European Values

Study (four waves till now: 1981, 1990, 1999, 2008) and its

daughter the World Values Survey (see Halman, 2001;

Arts et al., 2003; Arts & Halman, 2004; Halman et al.,

2005; Halman et al., 2008; further see www.europeanva-

luesstudy.eu). These surveys make it possible to study not

only cross-national value differences, but also value

changes. Based on the survey data from the European

Values Study and/or the World Values Survey, Inglehart

(1997) and Hagenaars et al. (2003) distinguish two basic

value orientations that reflect two fundamental dimensions

of change: the Traditional/Secular-Rational dimension

reflecting the contrast between the relatively religious and

traditional values that generally prevail in agrarian socie-

ties, and the relatively secular, bureaucratic, and rational

values that prevail in urban, industrialized societies. The

other dimension, Survival/Self-expression, also captures a

wide range of beliefs and values, reflecting an intergenera-

tional shift from an emphasis on economic and physical

security above all, towards increasing emphasis on con-

cerns of self-expression, subjective well-being, and quality

of life. These dimensions appear to be robust aspects of

cross-cultural variation, and they enable to locate any soci-

ety on a two-dimensional map that reflects the societies’

relative positions at any given time. Although major

changes are occurring along these dimensions, the relative

positions of given countries are very stable.

Future Directions
The above mentioned empirical studies provide interest-

ing data, but the different methods employed and differ-

ent conceptions of values used do not allow, at least for

the time being, to compare the dimensions that are
distinguished by different social researchers. Although

these dimensions appear correlated at the aggregate level,

the extent to which they overlap and exactly why they

overlap is less clear. Because they are theoretically different-

ly underpinned one of the future directions of value re-

search should be to construct a synthetic theory of value

dimensions.

Another future direction would be the solution of

measurement problems in survey research. Spates (1983:

41) concluded that because surveys produce mainly de-

scriptive data ‘‘they are of limited usefulness to the soci-

ology of values as a field of research,’’ whereas Hechter

(1992: 221) argues that questions in a survey are unreli-

able because ‘‘survey instruments generally do not provide

the hard choices that are necessary to reveal our imma-

nent choices.’’ They tend to overexeggerate. If values are

conceived of as deeply rooted motivations or orientations

guiding human action, surveys can be applied. Under-

stood in this way, values may be detected through explor-

ing underlying basic principles guiding a wide variety of

behavioral and attitudinal items in a survey. Following

Ajzen and Fishbein, one can argue that the number of

children in a completed family, the use of birth control

pills, visits to a family planning clinic, signing a petition

for (or against) legalized abortion, etc., can be explained by

a positive or a negative attitude towards family planning

(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980: 88). In turn, this attitude may be

explained by a more basic value, i.e., a modern or tradi-

tional orientation in the domain of family, marriage, and

sexuality. So, two different steps can be distinguished in

explaining behavior. First, different attitudes explaining

several behavioral acts may be found. For instance, one

attitude may explain behavior concerning euthanasia,

another attitude premarital or extramarital behavior,

again another behavior concerning homosexuality and

so on. Then, the argument can be taken one step further

arguing that all these different attitudes may be explained

by a more general underlying guiding principle with a

much wider scope. These more general guiding principles

can be called values, although it must be admitted that the

dividing line between attitudes and values in such an

approach cannot always be clearly drawn. To elucidate

this point could be another future direction.

As argued, values understood in this way may be in-

ferred from a wide variety of behavioral and attitudinal

items. Although this presumes that the content of the

theoretical construct value is sufficiently determined by

the behavioral and attitudinal items included in a ques-

tionnaire, it justifies to trace what responses have in com-

mon, and to regard this common dimension a value

(Halman & De Moor, 1994). In terms of analysis, this

http://www.europeanvaluesstudy.eu
http://www.europeanvaluesstudy.eu
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approach demands a search for latent variables or factors.

Numerous statistical techniques are available and widely

used to trace underlying factors or orientations, well

known under the name of latent structure models. All

these techniques have in common the detection of a latent

variable explaining the correlations between different

behavioral acts, attitudes, opinions, and so on. Put sim-

ply: these techniques can be used to detect the underlying

orientations in the answers people gave to the questions

asked.

Apart from this measurement problem a main issue

remains of course that a really convincing and validated

theory of values has not been developed yet and that the

definition of values is not agreed on. The terminological

jungle remains, allowing for different interpretations and

appraisals and thus different approaches to investigate

them. So this is still another future direction of value

research.
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Venture Philanthropy

GIULIANA GEMELLI

Universita di Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Introduction
After the 1990s, the new economy – generated by high-

tech and Internet business companies – produced enor-

mous wealth in the US. The main difference vis-à-vis

the previous generation of business leaders was related

to the fact that the new generation was much younger

and determined to leave an impact on society beyond

the boundaries of business. The interest of the common

business people in giving practices was concentrated on

generating social impact rather than on simply defining

grant-making programs. When they became involved in

philanthropy, new rich entrepreneurs came up with new

ideas and jargon, using terms such as social venture, high-

engagement philanthropy, strategic philanthropy, scientific

philanthropy, effective philanthropy, and philanthropic

investments; they used acronyms such as SROI (social re-

turn on investment) and revealed a special taste for mea-

surement (Council of Foundations, 2001; John, 2006).

Actually, these terms were not totally new and in some

cases had long-term historical roots. What was really new

was rather the context in which these concepts ‘‘re-

emerged’’ and were applied to philanthropy.

Definition
From the 1990s onward there were several attempts to

define venture philanthropy, but there seems to be evi-

dence that a universal understanding about the concept

doesn’t exist. Usually, the concept refers to the applica-

tion of venture capital practices in order to strengthen

the role of philanthropy actors both on the side of the
donors as well as on the side of the recipients. The most

relevant aspect of the dissemination of venture philan-

thropy practices is the strengthening of the relationship

between actors who were originally ‘‘distant’’ or even

‘‘separated’’ in the framework of the traditional practice

of grant-making, which mainly characterized the modus

operandi of American style foundations. It is a matter of

fact that tradition and innovation are not separated in

the context of venture philanthropy: some historical

case studies – not only in the US but also in Europe –

reveal that the issues of taking risk and generating reci-

procity between the donors and the receiver were at

work since the late nineteenth century. Moreover if we

analyze some religious traditions we can stress the fact

that the practice of empowering society and individuals

rather than simply ‘‘giving through charitable acts’’ is a

recurrent aspect of philanthropic traditions.

In order to situate the present debate it is important to

set up some definitions (See Table 1).

These definitions despite their different characteriza-

tion have a common background: venture philanthropy

has grown out of the desire of individuals and founda-

tions to use a venture capital model to strengthen the

capacity of charitable organizations. Jed Emerson, the

inspirer of the Blended Value proposition (www.blende-

values.org) has characterized traditional philanthropy as

‘‘Transactional Philanthropy,’’ a philosophy of giving that

distributes available resources as widely as possible. The

usual foundation policy is a plethora of one-year grants

and a primarily program-oriented giving focus that

neglects building up organizational infrastructure. Ven-

ture philanthropy reflects the needs of a new emerging

goal of philanthropy – capacity building. It looks at a new

generation of entrepreneurs who want to make their

capabilities effective at the social level.

Venture philanthropy focuses on building up organi-

zational capacity usingmultiyear grants and strengthening

technical assistance. Its donors look for entrepreneurial

skills and opportunities within the organizations and

aim to increase their organizational sustainability. Venture

philanthropy looks at long-term investment instead of

short-term granting policies. Table 2 summarizes the key

distinctions between older giving patterns and the newer

patterns of venture philanthropy.

One of the first examples of how venture philanthropy

works can be retraced in the experience of the Roberts

Foundation of San Francisco (http://redf.org), which uses

the venture capital model to directly support a portfolio

of entrepreneurial nonprofit social enterprises. The Foun-

dation provides technical assistance, specifically designed

for each project, and mobilizes groups of volunteers,

http://www.blendevalues.org
http://www.blendevalues.org
http://redf.org


Venture Philanthropy. Table 1 Selected Definitions

Source Definition

John, R. EVPA (2006) ‘‘Venture Philanthropy is defined primarily by the relatively high level of

engagement of the founder in the organisation being supported, over an

extended time period, injecting skills or services in addition to finance.’’

Cleaves, P. (2005) ‘‘It is an investment and relationship strategy that combines practices of

venture capital models of the for-profit sector with the principles and public-

benefit missions of the non-profit sector.’’

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors

www.rockpa.org

‘‘An outcomes-driven mode of giving that seeks to increase the capacity of the

grantees to deliver superior results’’

Ashoka – Innovators for the Public

www.ashoka.org

‘‘It is defined as philanthropy which uses some of the best practices of the

venture capital world, measuring the value of the donor dollar in terms of the

social return of investment, to effectively build the capacity of citizen-sector

organizations’’.

European Venture Philanthropy Association

www.evpa.eu.com

‘‘It is an Approach to charitable giving that applies venture capital principles –

such as long-term investment and hands-on support – to the citizen sector.’’

Morino Institute

www.morino.org

‘‘It is the process of adapting strategic investment management practices to

the non-profit sector to build organisations able to generate high social rates

of return on their investments. Strategic management assistance is provided

to leverage and augment the financial investment made. This approach is

modelled after the high end of venture capital investors – the relatively few

who work to build great organisations instead of just providing capital.’’

Social Venture Partners

www.svpi.org

‘‘Venture Philanthropy takes some of the principles of venture capitalism and

applies them to philanthropy. Venture Philanthropy is the process whereby,

(usually wealthy) individuals invest time and money in voluntary organisations

and social enterprises. Venture Philanthropy means funding organizations

with not only financial resources, but also management and technical support.

This support is focused on enabling nonprofits to build greater organizational

capacity and infrastructure via long term, engaged relationships with

investees.’’
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business advisors, MBA interns, and Roberts business

staff.

In the last ten years the followers of this models

proliferate not only in the US but also in Europe and

Latin America. They agree on some specific issues and

practices such as:

– Identifying social entrepreneurs who demonstrate

commitment and creativity

– Selecting organizations through rigorous due diligence

– Investing resources for organizational capacity building

– Providing strategic advisorship for sustainability

strategy

– Focusing on ‘‘social return’’ and accountability to the

investors

– Planning exit strategies.

The paradox of venture philanthropy is that is repre-

sented as a total innovation, but if one looks deeply into
the oldest traditions of philanthropy, it is quite evident

that its main principles and patterns are deeply rooted

in the past. A relevant example, among others, is the

Maimonides principles of Jewish philanthropy, which

were defined in the Middle Age. The ideal stage of

philanthropy, according to Maimonides, is to enter into

a partnership with those who receive the gift. You must

place yourself on equal dialogue with the recipient

and work together toward to the same aim. And

Maimonides says the aim of the highest pattern of philan-

thropic action is not giving but generating social justice

through action.

The focus is on what happens to the giver and what

happens to the relationships among human beings when a

gift is given. While attending to a material need these

patterns also are directed toward a spiritual transforma-

tion, which implies above all the profound commitment

to the human spirit of mutual support.

http://www.rockpa.org
http://www.ashoka.org
http://www.evpa.eu.com
http://www.morino.org
http://www.svpi.org


Venture Philanthropy. Table 2 Patterns of Giving: Traditional vs. Venture Philanthropy

Old patterns of giving Seeds of Change

Giving by compassion and subsidiary Giving ‘‘by design,’’ creativity and responsibility

Giving primarily later in life Giving throughout life

Foundations as the key institutions form Foundations as one form among other (individuals, venture funds)

Social benefit equals the non profit sector Social benefit can come from any other sector

Philanthropy corrects for the market because the market

is part of the problem

Philanthropy connects to the market because the market can

produce a part of the solution

Donors focus on their local communities Donors focus both at local level as well in a global dimension of

social problems

Donors make grants Donors make investments through grants

Money is the resource and the only tool Money is just one tool. Competence and influence are the

resource. Knowledge is an asset

Donors keep grantees at army’s length Donors highly engaged in developing partnerships

Donors give independently Donors give independently and give together. Philanthropy

mutual funds

Project based – not core funding Funds general operations rather than projects

Short-term up to 3 years as a standard policy Long-term investment

No exit strategy-opaque performance criteria Promote financial self-sufficiency as ‘‘exit strategy’’

Routine management and administration of application

and evaluation methods to select recipients

Leadership capable of responding and managing organizational

change, development strategies, cooperation systems, devising,

and monitoring performances

By-out of already consolidated external projects and avoid

risk

Spread risks across a collection of diverse investment, considering

the full spectrum of assets they have available

Uneven relations-division of labor between the donor

who gives and the recipient who does

Equal partnership in achieving a variety of financial and social

goals
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Historical Background
The term Venture Philanthropy appears for the first time

around 1969, in the speech of John D. Rockefeller III to

the American House of Representatives, in the period

during which Tax Reform Act was under discussion:

" Private foundations often are established to engage in

what has been described as ‘venture philanthropy,’ or

the imaginative pursuit of less conventional charitable

purposes than those normally undertaken by establi-

shed public charitable organizations’’. (Rockefeller, 1969.

Quoted in D. Carrington, 2003 ACF Conference)

At that time, Rockefeller used the term ‘‘venture’’ to

underline the role of private foundations and their capac-

ity to act as risk taking organizations.

In 1984, the annual report of the Peninsula Commu-

nity Foundation (which later on merged into the Silicon

Valley Community Foundation) mentioned ‘‘venture phi-

lanthropy’’ with a focus on ‘‘high-engaged approach’’

based on five key issues:
1. Investment in the long term (3–6 year business plans)

2. Strong partnership between the donor and the

nonprofit organization

3. Accountability-for-results process

4. Provision of grants and expertise

5. Exit Strategy.

In 1997 a seminal article by Letts, Ryan, and Gross-

man, ‘‘Virtuous Capital: What Foundations Can Learn

from Venture Capitalists,’’ originally published in the

Harvard Business Review gave the concept of venture

philanthropy an academic legitimacy and marked the

starting point of an increasingly large-scale debate which

combined practical and theoretical issues.

This article inspired some foundations in the US

to change their approach towards a more engaged system

of practices and generated debate about the use of

profit-like tools in the nonprofit sector. One of the first

organizations to develop the practice of the theoretical

orientation framed by Letts and colleagues was again the
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Peninsula Community Foundation. It is a matter of fact

that in the US, venture philanthropists were frequently

also founders of community foundations.

At the beginning of the newmillennium this problemat-

ical approach crossed the Atlantic and became a framework

of debate also in Europe. In 2006 the European Venture

Philanthropy Association (EVPA) was created. In few years

the association grew rapidly in membership and impact.

Key Issues
One of the most relevant aspects of venture philanthropy

seen from a critical perspective is its close link with business

models. The main risk is an effect of mesmerization of the

inputs given by the venture philanthropy approach to inno-

vation practices in the traditional field of business practices

and models. This risk has been emphasized by the increas-

ing interlink between venture philanthropy and social en-

trepreneurship. This process implies an innovation effect in

terms of implementing social and intellectual capital of

social entrepreneurship, as is the case of some leading social

venture philanthropy organizations. However, it also entails

the risk that this model is monopolized by the business

schools that are able to reproduce the pattern in the frame-

work of the mental map of business practices.

Considered in itself, venture philanthropy is neither a

panacea for the main issues that concern the changing

patterns of philanthropy in the present nor a set of prac-

tices that just enhance the narcissistic behaviour of the

new philanthropists eager to perceive the effect of their

action in changing the world.

It is rather the symptom of the necessity of bypassing

the old categories that we received for the last century and

to shape these patterns in order to meet the new issues.

The main goals are to create a new capital market for

philanthropy and to generate the consciousness that the

wealthiest people in the world should work to combine

the impetus for the application of wealth with the need to

support the development of effective responses to social

needs. There is nothing really new in this if we recall the

famous dictum from Karl Polanyi that stresses a simple

fact: no ruling class can be really dominant if it contem-

plates only its own interest and does not conceive any

kind of concern and support to the needs of the other

non-ruling classes and social groups.

From this point of view venture philanthropy recalls

an old issue with a new concern: the necessity to bypass

the standardized classification between sectors and the

mythology of the existence of a third sector separated

from the other.

The discussion is open. As in the old tradition of Alvin

Johnson (the editor of the Encyclopaedia of the Social
Sciences) and Lucien Febvre (the editor of the Encyclope-

die Française) who are both the modern brokers of ideas

for the new encyclopaedic enterprises of the last century,

this is still a challenge to be met in the new millennium,

particularly in the frame of an international encyclopae-

dia of civil society.

Future Directions
Over the past few decades, the boundaries between the

public (government), private (business), and social (non-

profit/nongovernmental) sectors have been blurring

while a new class of organization has been emerging.

It has produced what can be denominated the fourth

dimension of philanthropy, which is driven by social

forces, is socially, ethically, and environmentally responsi-

ble, but at the same time is economically self-sustaining.

Like a nonprofit, this new dimension of philanthropy

can sustain a large variety of social purposes and missions.

Like a for-profit it can generate a large range of products

and services, improving educational programs, creating

new jobs and new products, maximizing the benefits

for stakeholder, while investing in social purpose and

developing patterns of responsible, accountable behavior

among partners from different institutional, social,

and economic backgrounds, as well as from different

disciplines and expertise frameworks. We can eventually

call this emerging framework ‘‘For-Benefits.’’ It represents

a new paradigm in organizational design. At all levels,

they aim to link two concepts, that are held as a false

dichotomy in other models: private interest and public

benefit, which also represent the oldest historical roots of

philanthropy in many different cultural and religious

traditions.

Whether in response to intrinsic values, stakeholder

pressures, or market opportunities, pioneering organiza-

tions across all sectors and disciplines have been transform-

ing themselves and adopting new models and approaches

that challenge traditional paradigms. Some of these models

and innovations include among others:

● Base of the Pyramid Strategies

● Civic Enterprises

● Community Development Corporations (CDC)

● Community Development Financial Institutions

● Corporate-Nonprofit Partnerships

● Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

● Double- or Triple-Bottom Line Accounting

● Employee Ownership.

Venture Philanthropy could be a relevant element in all of

these models, but it is not the panacea that assures their

effectiveness.
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Address of Organization
Kastanienallee 35

30519 Hannover

Germany

www.volkswagenstiftung.de

Introduction
The Volkswagen Stiftung (hereafter also: Volkswagen

Foundation) is the largest private foundation supporting

research in Germany. It is an independent and autono-

mous foundation and no subsidiary of the automobile

giant VW.

Brief History
After the Second World War, investigations started

concerning the ownership of Volkswagen, for a handful

of reasons. ‘‘Volkswagen’’ was, before it became its

own brand, a type of car (literally ‘‘the people’s car’’)

considered to be low budget cars accessible to the broad

public. Employed by Hitler in his campaign for mass

motorisation, it drew its capital from the confiscation of

trade unions’ budgets and the collection of saving for the

alleged ‘‘people’s car.’’ Production never really started in

the factory (‘‘Volkswagenwerk’’) located in Wolfsburg in

Lower Saxony.

After World War II, the Volkswagenwerk was placed

in the hands of the British. Ambiguous regulations led

to a decade-long ownership battle. Final ownership was

settled (although ownership doubts never really dis-

solved) by the Federal Republic of Germany, and the state
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of Lower Saxony. The two parties agreed on putting 60% of

the company’s shares onto the stock market and to launch

a science foundation from its benefits. The foundation was

officially created in 1961 and started its funding activities

the following year. First called ‘‘Stiftung Volkswagenwerk,’’

the foundation was renamed Volkswagen Stiftung in 1989.

Mission
The ‘‘foundation of knowledge,’’ as the Volkswagen Stif-

tung likes to qualify itself, focuses on ‘‘forward-looking

fields of research’’ in all disciplines and is particularly

fond of providing grants for projects with intercultural

or interdisciplinary approaches.

Activities
Since the foundation is not dependent on the benefits of

the company but of its own investments and capital, it is

autonomous and independent in its funding choices. The

Volkswagen Stiftung concentrates on a limited number of

projects, especially within social sciences and humanities

and makes sure they become core references by the time

their grant ends. It made a point of honor in funding

initiatives enriching the education and research structures

in Germany.

Structure and Governance
The Volkswagen Foundation statute of a nonprofit foun-

dation under German private law also guarantees its inde-

pendence from the Volkswagen Company. The executive

committee is a ‘‘Kuratorium,’’ consisting of 14 members,

half of them appointed by the Land of Lower Saxony, the

other half by the German Federal Government.

Funding
The Volkswagen Stiftung was designed for funding science

and research in Germany.

The foundation’s capital amounted to €2.4 billion in

2008. Returns on investments of that sum constitute the

available funding volume. More than 90 employees work

towards allocating and multiplying the most important

private budget dedicated to research every year. Indeed,

the Volkswagen Stiftung is announcing a total grant vol-

ume of over €100 million per annum.

Accomplishments
In 46 years of existence, the Volkswagen Foundation has

funded nearly 30,000 projects representing a funding vol-

ume of over €3.35 billion. It is the largest nonprofit

foundation funding science projects under private law in

Germany and a reference in the academic world.
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Introduction
The idea of a Compact – as a framework of the principles

governing relations between government and the

voluntary and community sector (VCS) – first took root

in the United Kingdom in the late 1990s and has come to

be understood as an agreement between the sectors with

guidelines on how the two sectors should work together.

Taken up with enthusiasm in 1997 by the New Labour

government there, it was an idea that attracted interest

from a number of other countries, some of whom – such

as Canada – had already been thinking along similar lines.

For advocates of the idea, the Compact represents an

important recognition by the state of the contribution

that the sector makes to society. It has the potential to

increase understanding between the two sectors, as well as

protecting the independence of voluntary and community

organizations (VCOs) at a time when they are becoming

increasingly central to market-style welfare reforms. But

critics see it as marking the co-option of the sector into

government agendas and the privatization of welfare or,

alternatively, as a symbolic gesture with no real teeth.

This entry will focus largely on the English Compact

as the earliest and most comprehensive example of a

Compact, but draw on experience elsewhere to illustrate

what has been learnt so far about their relevance, imple-

mentation, and effectiveness.

Definition
The English Compact (Home Office, 1998) has been

defined by government as an agreement between govern-

ment and the voluntary and community sector (VCS) to

improve their relationship for mutual advantage and

community gain. It underlines government’s commit-

ment to the sector, recognizes its ‘‘fundamental’’ contri-

bution to a democratic, socially inclusive society and sets
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out guidelines for how both parties should work together.

Launched in 1998, with parallel agreements in the other

UK countries, it consists of a framework of principles with

five codes of practice: on funding and procurement; con-

sultation and policy appraisal; volunteering; Black and

minority ethnic voluntary and community organizations

(VCOs); and community organizations. The Compact

contains undertakings from both government and the

VCS, and on government’s side, applies to all central

government departments as well as nondepartmental

public bodies that have a relationship with the VCS. In

addition, by April 2008, all but 11 local authority areas in

England were covered by a Local Compact, typically with

all public bodies signed up through the Local Strategic

Partnership – a multi-agency nonstatutory partnership

that exists in each English local authority area. Compacts

were being developed in the remaining areas.

The national Compact is reviewed at an annual Min-

isterial meeting which reports to Parliament. A Commis-

sion for the Compact oversees the Compact and its codes

of practice, in partnership with government’s Office of the

Third Sector, which represents the interests of govern-

ment departments, and Compact Voice, which represents

the interests of the VCS. A Compact Advocacy Program

takes up cases of noncompliance and uses its casework to

campaign for long-term change.

The Compact idea has been taken up in a number of

countries beyond the United Kingdom. The English Com-

pact website reports that 25 countries showed interest

when the Compact was first launched and, although

there is no comprehensive list, there appear to be

Compact-like provisions in Canada, Croatia, Denmark,

Estonia, France, New Zealand and Poland. Drafts are in

place in Hungary, Slovenia, and Sweden, while a change of

government in 2007 has brought the Compact onto the

agenda in Australia. The nature of these agreements varies

considerably in terms of length and coverage. Some are

better described as government policies or general state-

ments of intention (e.g., New Zealand); others consist

largely of government commitments towards the VCS

(e.g., the Welsh Voluntary Sector Scheme). There is also

interest in a compact-style agreement at supranational

level in the European Union. The position regarding

local Compacts is less clear. It is likely that the countries

of the United Kingdom are the most advanced in this

regard, with the idea of regional Compacts also under

discussion in England, but Compact style agreements

are also in place in some Canadian states. In the absence

of a federal initiative, all Australian states have devel-

oped some kind of agreement, although these are rarely

comprehensive.
Historical Background
The proposal for an English Compact was first made by an

independently funded Commission on the Future of the

Voluntary Sector, commonly known – after its Chair – as

the Deakin Commission. One of the main recommenda-

tions of this Commission was for a ‘‘concordat’’ between

government and the VCS to lay down basic principles for

future relations. While this proposal was rejected by the

Conservative government of the day, it was picked up with

enthusiasm by the main opposition party – New Labour –

which committed itself to a ‘‘compact’’ in its preelection

statement in 1997. On coming to power later that year, it

set up a Ministerial Taskforce to progress the idea. At the

same time, an independent VCS Working Party on Gov-

ernment Relations was set up, chaired by an influential ex-

civil servant, Sir Kenneth Stowe, and this, with its wider

reference group of some 100 VCOs, became the primary

channel for negotiations with government. After a multi-

layered consultation exercise which is said to have

involved some 25,000 organizations, the national Com-

pact was published in the autumn of 1998. Four of the five

national codes of practice followed in 2000 and 2001, with

the fifth – on Community Groups – published 2 years

later in 2003. Parallel compacts and codes of practice were

also developed in the other UK administrations.

Formany VCOs, the principal contact with government

is at local level and the idea of Local Compacts was gaining

ground even before the National Compact was signed. A

survey in 1998 indicated that a growing number of local

authorities had or were developing some kind of agreement

with the local VCS at that time, while the first local Compact

as such in England was published by Dorset County Coun-

cil in 1999. Local Compact development was strongly

encouraged by national government and Local Compact

Guidelines were published in 2000. Again, this process was

mirrored in the other UK countries.

Despite the high profile given to the Compact, early

evaluations reported disappointing progress, nationally

and locally. In 2002, therefore, a Treasury-led review reaf-

firmed government’s commitment to the Compact.

Champions were appointed at a senior level in each gov-

ernment department and government regional offices.

The annual meeting with Ministers, meanwhile, set dead-

lines for local authorities to have a published Local Com-

pact and a Compact Advocacy Programwas introduced in

2003. However, reviews continued to report slow progress

and low levels of awareness and, in 2007, the Commission

for the Compact was launched as a Nondepartmental

Public Body – at arm’s length from government – to

oversee Compact implementation. The VCS Working

Party on Government Relations was meanwhile
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relaunched in 2006 as Compact Voice – a Local Compact

Voice network had been established in 2004.

Key Issues
Much of the research evidence on Compacts to date

comes from the UK countries and Canada, so the follow-

ing discussion is based largely on experience in these

countries. Hard research evidence on their impact is diffi-

cult to find. Compacts have generally been part of a wider

policy process and any change in relationships or in gov-

ernment practice would be hard to attribute solely to their

influence. While there are positive stories to tell, however,

the evidence still suggests that there is a sizeable gap

between the intentions of the Compact and practice on

the ground (Plowden, 2003). In 2003, 5 years after the

launch of the English Compact, a review suggested there

were few concrete outcomes, while more recent research

continues to report patchy implementation (Craig et al.,

2005). Continuing evidence of a widespread lack of

awareness of its existence or implications, or its low pri-

ority in relation to other policy imperatives, indicates the

scale of the challenges still being faced. Issues like full cost

recovery, length of contract, adequate time for consulta-

tion and prompt payment, which feature in the English

codes of practice, are still subjects for concern in the VCS

– more honored in the breach than the observance

according to a recent Green Paper by the Conservative

party. In one recent study by Compact Voice, only 30% of

respondents viewed the Compact as ‘‘important’’ or ‘‘very

important’’; a quarter felt it was completely ineffectual or

irrelevant. The Canadian Accord meanwhile is said to

have produced disappointing results so far.

Nonetheless, there are many Compact advocates. In

areas where relationships between the sectors are good,

research suggests that it can help to cement and spread

good practice. Successive studies attest to the value of the

process of agreeing a Compact for establishing trust and

understanding between the sectors, as well as awareness

on the government side of the value of the VCS contribu-

tion. The publicity attached to such agreements raises the

profile of the VCS and even in Canada where commenta-

tors report disappointing progress on the Accord, Kathy

Brock (2008) suggests that there have been important

shifts in attitudes and in the nature of the debate, which

may bear fruit in the future. This may well be the case

elsewhere.

The key issues which are raised by research so far can

be divided into three: substantive debates about the na-

ture of the Compact; challenges and persistent barriers to

effectiveness; and lessons from the ground on the factors

that help to make a Compact work.
Substantive Debates

Probably the two major substantive issues raised by the

Compact as a policy instrument relate to its legal status

and its impact on VCS independence.

Legal Status

In most of the countries that have Compact-style agree-

ments (Poland is the main exception), the agreement is

not enshrined in law. This is an issue that has prompted

considerable debate. Many point to the slow progress on

Compact agreement and implementation as evidence that

legal status is essential along with the sanctions it entails if

the Compact is to become more than a piece of paper,

especially given the many competing priorities that

all partners face. Indeed, both main political parties in

England have called for measures to improve enforcement

and its legal status is now under review. However, others

endorse the looser, more flexible status of most Compacts

albeit with robust systems for review and mediation.

Thus, in Wales, whose Voluntary Sector Scheme contains

a range of government commitments towards the sector,

commentators have argued that it is the intensive contact

between the sectors that is designed into the Scheme that

is the best guarantor of success, meaning that issues can be

dealt with informally before they become major problems.

Here legislation has created a Voluntary Sector Partner-

ship Council which meets four times a year with Welsh

Assembly Members and Ministers and in addition each

Minister is expected to meet twice a year with relevant

VCS networks in their field. In England, too, there are

systems to address compliance, including the Annual

Ministerial Meeting and Report to Parliament, with its

Action Plan against which the following year’s progress

can be assessed, and the Compact Advocacy Program. The

latter can claim some notable successes in changing

practice at national and local level, having handled

over 100 cases and saved over £40 million for the sector.

However, attendance at the annual Ministerial Meeting is

reported to be variable, while a proposed kite-marking

scheme has not yet been implemented. On the other

hand, in principle at least, the existence or otherwise of

a working Compact is taken into account in dealings

between central and local government, providing a useful

benchmark in relation to assessments of local authority

performance or allocation of funds.

Co-option

Another key debate in relation to the Compact relates to

independence. In 2001, an influential commentator, Ralf

Dahrendorf, counselled firmly against ‘‘the embrace of the

state,’’ warning that the ‘‘independence that is the oxygen
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of charity’’ would be ‘‘stifled by the flirtation with political

power.’’ A number of academic articles argued a similar

case: a recent discussion paper for the Australian Institute

doubted whether a Compact would provide long-term

solutions to the relationship predicament between govern-

ment and the nongovernmental sector there (Edgar, 2008).

In a contract culture, some saw the Compact as a way in

which the state was creating a ‘‘manageable terrain of gov-

ernance,’’ drawing on Foucauldian ideas about the persis-

tence of state power and state agendas in new forms

of governance (Morison, 2000; Carmel and Harlock, 2008).

On the other hand, a commitment to the indepen-

dence of the VCS has been at the heart of the English

Compact, which recognizes the right of VCOs to criticize

government policy even when in receipt of government

funding. Research suggests that the Compact has been

welcomed by many VCOs at local level as a way of increas-

ing the local state’s understanding of the nature and

potential of VCS activity and also of the need for inde-

pendence. The point has also been made that, although

the English Compact contains undertakings from both

government and the VCS, many agreements focus solely

on government commitments, with little emphasis on

what the VCS should do in return. Even in the English

Compact, the commitments from government outweigh

those from the VCS.

Challenges and Barriers

Even with the high-level commitment to the national

Compact in England and the shared values that under-

pinned its negotiation, progress there has been slow. But

sustaining commitment to the Compact process over time

is a major challenge. A change in government can act as a

spur to Compact development: in England, the Compact

only became possible with the advent of the New Labour

government and the same applies to the Rudd govern-

ment in Australia. But a change of government can also

cause the Compact to fall off the agenda. The French

Charter lost momentum with the change of government

in 2002, while, in New South Wales, a change of leader,

even with the same party in power, meant the Compact

was no longer a priority there. In the United Kingdom,

local government reorganization and redrawn boundaries

often triggered Compact development, but Craig et al.,

2002, 2005 also found cases where momentum had been

lost with a change in political administration. They sug-

gested that the relationship between key players was piv-

otal – Compact development was often disrupted when a

key player moved on. Their research also showed that

despite the national commitment to the Compact, the

pace of policy change under New Labour meant that

Local Compact development was often put on the back
burner as more urgent demands came from central gov-

ernment. Compacts were competing for attention in a

very crowded policy environment.

A second challenge is reach: a common finding in

many evaluations has been that awareness of the Compact

does not reach far enough beyond the key players on

either side. The need to improve communication is a

perennial feature on Compact Action Plans and the diffi-

culties of reaching smaller and BME organizations were

recognized in the English Compact by the negotiation of

additional codes of practice for these two parts of the

sector. Related to this is the issue of mainstreaming.

Compact practice needs to be institutionalized within

the working of every public body and policy if it is not

to be dependent on political whim or the competence and

interest of individual officers.

A third challenge relates to culture change. If the

Compact is to be effective and to respect the indepen-

dence of the third sector, then public sector cultures need

to change. The evidence so far is that it is very difficult to

transform relations where there is a legacy of mistrust –

there is an argument that the Compact is most successful

where it is least needed. Recent studies underline the need

for training and for policies and structures within the

state to be Compact-proofed (Craig et al., 2005). Pro-

blems may also arise if the process is seen to be too one-

sided. There are examples where state actors have drafted

Compacts without consulting with the VCS. These are

unlikely to gain much confidence. But seeing Compacts

solely in terms of their impact on state attitudes and

operations is also unlikely to be satisfactory and could

be seen as contrary to the spirit of the Compact – despite

the difficulties of securing compliance in a diverse VCS.

The disappointing trajectory of developments that many

Canadian commentators observe has been attributed to

the fact that government and the VCS there were working

to different agendas.

Finally, the complexity of the endeavor needs to be

acknowledged. If progress has been slow, this is in no

small part due to the complexity of both sectors and the

relationship between them.

Success Factors

The research so far identifies a number of factors as neces-

sary to the successful development and implementation of

Compacts. These include:

Communication

Implementation and the confidence of both sectors

depends on individuals beyond the key players being

aware of the provisions of the Compact and being willing

to refer to the Compact when things go wrong. Case
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studies of successful mediation and Compact ‘‘wins’’ also

increase confidence and give it teeth.

Monitoring and review

Compact momentum can flag once an agreement is

signed. Regular review is essential both to keep the agree-

ment alive and to address noncompliance.

Resources

Effective communication and review require resources,

especially if Compact awareness is to reach all parts of

both sectors – particularly important are resources for the

VCS infrastructure to raise awareness of the Compact in

all parts of the sector and ensure that it is both used and

effectively monitored.

Champions

At the same time, commitment to the Compact needs to

be championed in government – research has suggested

that leadership at a high level makes a difference as well as

the appointment of champions with the status, responsi-

bility and resources to promote Compact awareness and

compliance.

Embedding within mainstream structures and

processes

Compact compliance cannot depend on individual

awareness – structures and policies need to be Compact

proofed. Conversely, the Compact needs to be integrated

with government structures and processes, including

commissioning and procurement, if it is to become part

of government’s core business.

Political support

Cross-party support is essential if the Compact is not to

be derailed by a change of government. It is also impor-

tant to ensure that national and local politicians under-

stand and support the Compact.

A multilevel approach

If Compact compliance it to be mainstreamed it needs

compliance at all levels and in all parts of government.

Otherwise good practice in one part of government will

easily be cancelled out by competing demands elsewhere.

Both comprehensive and focused

Broad principles need to be translated into firm commit-

ments if the Compact is to make a difference – the devil is

likely to be in the detail. But focusing purely on some

aspects of the relationship or particular policy fields can

limit its usefulness. Some Compacts have focussed mainly

on funding. While this is important, it can also reinforce a

narrow interpretation of the Compact as being mainly
about service delivery or state-funded organizations.

A positive understanding of the role of the sector in the

democratic process is equally important if the sector is

to thrive. Similarly while it is useful to look at how the

Compact can be applied to particular policy fields,

specialist agreements need to be based in an overall frame-

work that can cut across specialisms. A holistic approach

is needed, especially for the many VCOs which work

across policy fields and the boundaries of government

departments.

A long-term view

The slow progress of the Compact even in England sug-

gests that Compact development and implementation is a

long-term endeavor. It helps to build quick practical wins

into Compact development – they can build support for

the Compact – but a long-term commitment is essential.

Relevance to the local context

The UK national Compacts have often been used as tem-

plates in other countries and for Local Compacts. But

experience suggests that simply transferring the words

from one policy context to another is not enough. It

short circuits the process of mutual understanding and

debate that is a crucial feature of the Compact and may

fail to address key local issues and legacies.

Future Directions
There are still mixed views as to the value of the Compact.

Depending on the context within which it operates, it can

act as a thermometer against which to assess the health of

the relationship, a lever for change where this is necessary,

a rallying point, and a longstop or a ‘‘life-belt’’ if all

else fails. Research suggests that history is important.

Compacts have been most successful in localities and

policy areas where good relationships between the sectors

have built up over time. But does this mean that Com-

pacts most likely to be successful where they are least

needed? There are doubts as to how far a Compact on

its own can turn around a relationship that is not work-

ing. On the other hand it is essential to take a long-term

view. It is possible to argue that the success of the Com-

pact will only become apparent when it is not needed any

more. Until then, the importance of smaller incremental

changes and changes in understanding for those who

benefit from them should not be underestimated.
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Introduction
The Voluntary Sector Studies Network (VSSN) is the

principal body linking academic researchers and others

interested in the study of the voluntary and third sectors

in the United Kingdom. Its membership (133 in 2008) is

fundamentally multidisciplinary, comprising sociologists,

management scientists, accountants, historians, political

scientists and others. Beyond the formal membership,

VSSN also operates an e-mail discussion list for questions

and debates on research issues – this had 387 participants

in 2008.

Brief History
VSSN originated from a seminar series funded by the UK’s

Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), whichwas
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hosted at the London School of Economics in the period

1993–1995. On conclusion of the seminar series, partici-

pants agreed to form a collegial network, in which mem-

bers would take turns to host seminars. The first meeting

of the network under the VSSN umbrella took place on

6 March 1996 at the University of Manchester.

Mission
The objects of VSSN are for education and research

concerning the third sector in the United Kingdom

by promoting diffusion of knowledge, publication of

research, and networking amongst researchers.

Activities
VSSN’s activity is focused on its twice-yearly day seminars,

held at various UK universities, typically providing

in depth presentations of four or five papers. Jointly

with the National Council of Voluntary Organisations

(NCVO), VSSN also organizes an annual residential

‘‘Researching the Voluntary Sector Conference’’ which

is the UK’s largest event in third sector research. The

conference also includes a major session to support new

researchers in the field.

Since 2002 a directory of members’ research interests

has been published every 2–3 years and from 2004 a

website was established. In addition, much activity takes

place through the e-mail discussion list.

Structure and Governance
Initially VSSN had no formal organizational structure:

finances were handled through the institution hosting

the relevant seminar, with contact lists passed on from

one organizer to the next. However, by 2002 it was agreed

in principle that the network should become formalized

and the first VSSN constitution was adopted on 21 May

2003, enabling officers to be appointed and a bank

account established.

Professor Peter Halfpenny of the University of

Manchester was elected as the first Chair (an office he

has held continuously until 2009). In 2006 VSSN became

a registered charity, but until 2007 the network continued

to be run on an entirely voluntary basis by an elected

Steering Group.

Funding
Initially members supported VSSN purely by donations,

but subscriptions were introduced in 2006 and from 2007

this enabled the network to appoint a part-time Executive

Officer. VSSN remains extremely small in financial terms

compared to the scale of its activity: for the year ending

31 July 2008, the total income was just under £10,000
largely from subscriptions and seminar fees (the funds

for the annual conference are handled entirely by NCVO

so do not appear in the VSSN accounts).

However, in 2008, VSSN won its first external grant to

support the development of a UK-based academic journal

Voluntary Sector Review: publication is expected to start

from 2010.

Accomplishments
VSSN is active in lobbying for the importance of UK

research concerning the third sector, and was formally

involved in the consultations leading to the ESRC and

the UK Government’s Office of the Third Sector jointly

commissioning a £10 Million Third Sector Research Cen-

tre in 2008.
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Introduction
Volunteers are important assets of and resources for al-

most any civil society organization. Volunteers and the

volunteer energy they produce must be managed in an

efficient and effective way. Good volunteer management

not only is beneficial to the services provided, but also for

legitimizing the mission of the organization and the long

time survival of the civil society itself. As American

volunteer management consultant Ellis (1994) explained

‘‘To waste a volunteer’s time-ever’’ is one of the deadly

sins of managing volunteers. But, as will be shown in this

chapter, there is no best way of managing volunteers. Just

as with paid- staff organizations a contingency approach

is needed taking into account difference in mission, paid

staff – volunteer relations and national volunteering
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cultures. These differences can be translated into two basic

approaches to volunteermanagement. One approach can be

characterized as membership management which is

volunteer-centered, team-managed, less hierarchical, less

structured, and less formalized. The other approach can be

characterized as program management which is activity-

centered, one manager, more hierarchical, structured, and

formalized. Both approached have specific pros and cons

(for an elaborated version see Meijs and Ten Hoorn, 2008).

Volunteer Management?
Basically the definitions of volunteer management are

similar to the definitions of management in general. In

many cases management is based upon clear relations

between someone who is the manager and others who

are managed, although there is also the concept of self-

managed teams. The process of management, whether if is

done by an individual or a team, can be divided in a set of

activities that need to be performed to make certain that

the organizations works. In volunteer management there

(sometimes) is a volunteer administrator/manager while

the process is build upon steps like (1) Needs Assessment &

Program Planning, (2) Job Development & Design,

(3) Recruitment, (4) Interviewing & Matching, (5) Ori-

entation & Training, (6) Supervision & Motivation,

(7) Recognition, and (8) Evaluation (McCurley & Lynch,

2006, p. 22). This needs to be complemented with more

external staff involvement, management support and

community involvement. This is the approach that is

most common in the literature on volunteer management

and administration. Since its emergence in the late 1980

this whole professionalizing of the management of volun-

teers has helped to move organizations that work with

volunteers and the civil society forward. Good organizing

and managing of volunteer energy prevents the waste of it

(Brudney &Meijs, in print): volunteers become a valuable

asset that must be used, instead of ‘‘old furniture’’ that

you only keep because sometimes it is convenient. The

point that needs to be made is that this approach in its

extreme, rigid form is not working in all contexts where

volunteering can be found. Although in this article the

focus still is on volunteering in an organizational setting,

and not just community participation, there are some

contingencies that need to be considered. In this article

we look at three: the paid staff – volunteer factor, the

mission factor and the cultural factor. At the end it leads

to a different coloring of the separate steps of the tradi-

tional and useful process model.

Another essential part of defining volunteer manage-

ment is the question where volunteers differ from paid

staff. According to Pearce (1993), based upon a research
comparing all-volunteer versus all-paid-employee organi-

zations, the organisational behavior of volunteers differs

because their relation with the organization displays more

role uncertainties. Volunteers are not as easy to ‘‘control’’

as paid workers, because in the end there is no real

‘‘hierarchy,’’ sanction or differentiation in reward. Pearce

(1993) makes clear that organizational control of volun-

teers is largely based upon (1) personal relationships,

instead of functional, hierarchic relations, (2) engaging

volunteers in more rewarding and less demanding tasks

and domains, and (3) appeals to shared values. As Paull

(2002: 22) states it: ‘‘The manager must therefore find a

balance between providing guidance and organizing the

work so that the organizational outcomes are achieved,

and treating the volunteer in a manner appropriate to

their volunteer status.’’ From a management perspective

it serves better to assume that volunteers all ‘‘use’’ their

activities to their own advantage (Cnaan & Goldberg-

Glen, 1991). But, if a volunteer manager can make use

of the three elements of organizational control and can

prevent demotivation, volunteers can be a powerful and

trustful part of the nonprofit workforce.

Key Issues: A Contingency Approach

The Paid Staff-Volunteer Factor

A first distinction is based upon the relation between paid

staff and volunteers. On the one extreme of the continu-

um there are organizations were the only volunteers are

the board members. Although these volunteers also need

to be recruited, trained, supported, and guided, they are

not considered to be the goal of volunteer management.

On the other side of the continuum the (small) all-volunteer

organization without a connection to paid staff can be

found. In these organizations there is a big need for

leadership and organizing capacity but a lot of resis-

tance to the big word ‘‘management.’’ In between we can

find grassroots organizations/volunteer-run (dominated

by volunteers) and volunteer-supported organizations

(dominated by paid staff). In these two types, volunteer

management plays a role.

Smith (2000: 80) distinguishes two kinds of grass-

roots associations, monomorphic, and polymorphic

organizations. Monomorphic grassroots are not vertically

affiliated with an (other) organization. This kind of orga-

nization is autonomous, but can be tied to a foundation or

government agency. Polymorphic organizations are part of

a national organization resulting in limitations on deci-

sion-making because there is some centralized governance

and management. According to Smith (2000: 13) ‘‘Grass-

roots associations (GA) tend not to be interested in the
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nonprofit management profession, the volunteer admin-

istration profession, or complicated GA (grassroots asso-

ciations) leadership tactics’’ although also grassroots have

‘‘management’’ systems based upon sociability, purposive,

service, informational, developmental, utilitarian, charis-

matic, lobbying, and prestige incentives (2000: 95–102).

But management in essence must be less hierarchical and

less formal because, volunteer/run organizations will come

to a halt when volunteers stop and leave the organization.

In volunteer-supported organizations paid staff per-

forms the primary processes and a volunteer administra-

tor runs a (kind of ‘‘separate’’) volunteer program.

Volunteers are used to carry out specific tasks. This is

the classical organizational setting for the volunteer

administrator. Volunteer-supported organizations will

continue to operate even when there are no volunteers

present. In this case the quality of service may become

less, but the organizations themselves will not be in dan-

ger. This makes possible a more demanding approach to

managing volunteers. In these organizations, the meta-

phor of the workplace is and can, in many cases, be used

(Liao-Troth, 2005).

The Mission Factor

According to Handy (1988) organizational practice

differs between three basic types of voluntary organiza-

tions: ‘‘service delivery,’’ ‘‘campaigning,’’ and ‘‘mutual

support.’’ Service delivery organizations aim to provide a

‘‘good’’ service to an actual customer or client outside the

organization. As a consequence volunteers are prepared to

submit to be selected (refused) and being managed (told

what to do). In service-delivery organizations it seems

logical to develop a volunteer management model based

upon the workplace metaphor (see Carroll & Harris,

1999). The basic volunteer management processes as

described by Brudney (1990), Ellis (1996) and McCurley

and Lynch (2006) are predominantly oriented to this type of

organization, especially when they are paid-staff domi-

nated. Selection of volunteers depends on their perceived

competence to perform the job. The campaigning organi-

zation, or advocacy/social movement organization aims

to convince or take on the entire world. Selecting new

volunteers is based upon testing their true ‘‘believe’’ in the

good cause instead of their capabilities per se. Management

in a campaigning context is double faced. The process of

protesting itself is mostly well planned and organized to be

open for all kind of volunteers (the more the better). Orga-

nizing is the word. But, the process of formulating the

‘‘opinion’’ is less structured and limited to only core volun-

teers.Management seems not to be the issue here, it is much

more ‘‘democracy’’ or ‘‘leadership.’’
There is also the issue that the work itself in cam-

paigning organizations is less structured than that of a

service-delivery organization. In campaigning organiza-

tions, the work never stops and it sometimes becomes

an integral part of a volunteer’s life (Carroll & Harris,

1999: 14). The workplace model simply does not work

(Carroll & Harris, 1999: 16). The recommendation is to

proceed from the enthusiasm and commitment that exists

among the volunteers trying not to ‘‘kill’’ that by too

much management. The mutual support organization

exists because a group of people come together around

an issue that binds them: an illness, sport, or shared inter-

est. Mutual support organizations are, in many cases, grass

roots organizations. As most grassroots organizations,

mutual support organizations tend toward informal orga-

nization and more internal democracy, are more likely to

be a ‘‘member benefit group’’ than a ‘‘nonmember benefit

group,’’ are often polymorphic, have substantial sociode-

mographic homogeneity and have few economic resources

(Smith, 2000: 107–123). Solidarity and camaraderie are

the most important qualities. There is very limited accep-

tance for a manager, unless the ‘‘hierarchy’’ is based upon

authority earned by being the best soccer player or having

collected the most stamps. There is almost always a clear

personal relationship between volunteers and members

(clients) in mutual support organizations. Within mutual

support organizations members work together to orga-

nize all. The foremost important selection criterion for a

volunteer is being a member and a sense of belonging. In

theory, this should make volunteer recruitment easier

because the potential volunteers are all known to the

organization. But being limited to only members also

creates a potential misfit between organizational capabil-

ities and ambitions (Hoogendam & Meijs, 1998) because

what the organization can achieve is limited by the com-

petencies of the members/volunteers. Therefore, mutual

support organizations can be weak if they lack enough

resources and diversity in their membership, but they are

strong if resources are available and the culture is strong.

They are indestructible like weeds if they form a group of

‘‘last-heroes’’ who decide that they will survive.

The Cultural Factor

Based upon an analysis of the words for volunteering in

different countries Dekker (2002) differentiates between

unpaid work, active membership and active citizenship as

three approaches to volunteering. This is backed up by

research into cross-national perceptions of volunteering

suggesting that individuals in different countries do not

consider the same activities to be volunteer work (Handy

et al., 2000). In the setting of unpaid labor management
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can be quite similar to the (hierarchical) management of

the workplace. In an active membership context manage-

ment is much more about involving ‘‘peers’’ in your

organization and agenda. Management becomes less hier-

archical and much more a team effort. In the environment

of the active citizen the impression is that management is

even more complicated if the active citizen perceives itself

as an independent and autonomous person who, especial-

ly in volunteering, acts totally out of his/her free will.

Different Styles of Volunteer Management

The previous paragraphs have made clear that volunteer

management is not the same in all organizations and

organizational contexts. In the following we will present

two different styles of volunteer management and com-

pare them on issues of (1) Needs Assessment & Program

Planning, (2) Job Development & Design, (3) Recruit-

ment, (4) Interviewing & Matching, (5) Orientation &

Training, (6) Supervision & Motivation, (7) Recognition,

and (8) Evaluation (McCurley & Lynch, 2006: 22).

Of course several authors have addressed the need

for a more diverse conceptualization of volunteer man-

agement. Rochester (1999: 9–15) observes that ‘‘many

voluntary agencies have adopted a bureaucratic approach

to the organization of volunteering’’ but that this

‘‘one size’’ workplace model does not fit all organizations,

especially what he calls ‘‘member/activist’’ and ‘‘cowor-

ker’’ organizations (1999:15). Next Rochester gives four

models of volunteer involvement in small voluntary orga-

nizations: service delivery, support role, member/activist,

and coworker. In the service-delivery model volunteers

do the operational work in, again, a workplace metaphor.

In the support role the volunteers do perform less primary

and crucial activities. The general idea is that volunteers

can be managed less strict in this model. In the member-

ship/activist model volunteers perform all roles, functions,

and activities. These seem to be constantly renegotiable.

Training is not connected to the needs of the job but

much more to personal needs of the volunteers. In the

coworker model there are almost no differences between

paid staff and volunteers. Seen from the management

perspective this is quit similar to the membership/activ-

ist model.

Meijs and Hoogstad (2001) (see also Meijs & Karr,

2004) have developed two styles of management of volun-

teers. In their typology, management systems most often

focus either on the volunteers themselves (membership

management) or on specific operational tasks (program

management). Membership management starts with the

possibilities and needs of the volunteers. The idea of

membership management is to start with the preferences
of the volunteers by asking each member what he or she

wants to do. The decision on what is done and by who is

made by the people themselves. As can be understood

this means that the distance between the management,

if there is a management at all, and the volunteers is

small. In many organizations there will be very strong

personal links (e.g., they are all related). This of course

leads to a strong organizational culture with shared

norms and values which are very important to establish

organizational control (Pearce, 1993). On the other hand,

maintaining quality in the eyes of external clients is diffi-

cult because the volunteer motivation is highly socially

oriented, and volunteer status is internally oriented and

decided. This typically is not a management system in

which expectations of volunteers are explicitly formulated

or where volunteers are ‘‘fired’’ if they do not perform.

Recognition comes from peers, not from external forces.

Looking from the perspective of organizational

change and adaptation membership managed organiza-

tions are difficult to change but also need less to adapt,

because as long as some volunteers feel they like each

other and like what they are doing the organization will

exist! According to Meijs and Karr (2004: 178) the strong

point of membership management is its capability ‘‘of

generating broad, multifaceted involvement of volunteers,

leading perhaps to a greater overall satisfaction with the

volunteer experience.’’

Program management, which is much like the

workplace model of volunteer management, starts with

needs assessment and specifying tasks for volunteers to do.

Because tasks and activities are the central point it becomes

easy to dispose of volunteers which do not function or need

to change their working habits because the organization

needs to adapt to changing circumstances. Program man-

agement in this way creates specific, time-limited tasks that

a volunteer can perform without problems and in many

cases without any other volunteer. On the other hand,

program management probably will not develop loyalty

on the part of volunteers (see Meijs & Hoogstad, 2001).

Future Directions: The Link Between
Management Styles and Organizational
Context
Basically there seem to be two different volunteer man-

agement styles (See Table 1). The first formal style (tradi-

tional process approach, program management,

workplace model) has a more rigid management based

upon hierarchy and a clear volunteer manager. The sec-

ond informal style (grass roots, membership manage-

ment, coworker model) is less based upon formal

hierarchy and the position of a volunteer manager.
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● Service delivery ● Mutual support

● Campaigning (protesting)

● Volunteer supported ● Campaigning (formulate mission)

● Unpaid labor ● Volunteer-run

● Active membership

● Active citizenship

Rigid/formal Non rigid/informal

Needs

assessment &

program

planning

Research into the needs of the community and what

other organizations are (not) doing

Sitting around the table with a group of willing

volunteers and discuss what they want to do

Job

development &

design

Organizational design to create a structure and job

descriptions that can be done by anyone

Starting with the competencies of volunteers jobs

are created that a specific volunteer can do and

these are combined into some kind of (temporary)

structure

Recruitment A broad appeal on the whole community If needed an appeal on close friends and relatives

will be made

Interviewing &

matching

Finding out if the people who have reacted on the

broad appeal have the competencies and availability

to perform the assigned tasks

Almost no need for because people that are

recruited will get something to do

Orientation &

training

Based upon solving the deficiencies volunteers may

have to perform the tasks

Based upon what volunteers want to learn; this

can be nothing, what is needed for the job or

(totally) unrelated

Supervision &

motivation

Done by one manager and based upon achievement Done by the group and based upon fitting in

Recognition Concrete achievement Long acceptance within group

Evaluation How do clients feel? How do volunteers feel?
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Formal volunteer management is probably better suit-

ed for most paid-staff dominated nonprofits, especially if

these are service deliveries. Also for most volunteer-run

service-delivery organizations a more formal manage-

ment approach is advisable. Moving to campaigning

organizations the picture becomes blurry. For the process

of making decisions on the mission (in many cases

done by a limited elite who sets strict but ‘‘unclear’’

selection criteria) most organizations probably want to

use more informal approaches, while for realization (the

actual protesting) sometime more rigid management

approaches are used to ascertain that as many people

as possible can participate. Especially if the intention is

to have episodic participation of citizens good organizing

becomes important. Next of course are mutual support

organizations. It must be clear that in these organizations

informal management systems should be used because the

basic idea of sharing a common feature blocks the idea of

someone being a hierarchical manager. Also we can prob-

ably safely say that the more a organizations is run by
volunteers (and less by paid staff), the more informal

management should become.

Looking at emotions and cultures on volunteering

it seems obvious that perceiving volunteering as unpaid

labor opens the door for more rigid management app-

roaches, while active citizenship and naturally active

membership ask for much more informal and less rigid

management.

The next step is to link the both the rigid/formal and the

non rigid/informal approaches to the eight steps in the

traditional process approach ofMcCurley and Lynch (2006).

The art of volunteer management is adapting general

management knowledge and skills into an environment

in which there is by definition less hierarchy, less control

and less possibility of (differentiating in) reward and

punishment. Second to that, there are certain volunteer

involving organizations in which the idea that volunteers

are ‘‘just’’ unpaid workers and they should be managed

they same way as in the general workplace should be

abolished. In these organizational contexts a much more
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informal, people oriented way of management is needed.

Much alike the new management styles that are being

developed to run professional firms.
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Introduction
Volunteers are a cornerstone of research and practice in

civil society and in the nonprofit sector more generally.

Although consensus has yet to emerge on the meaning of

‘‘civil society’’ (e.g., Anheier & Salmon, 2006: 90–92) the

construct can be generally understood as the realm of

citizens’ organizations and civic engagement, i.e., as

‘‘collective citizen action, outside the confines of the family,

market, and state’’ (Heinrich, 2007: xxi). The CIVICUS

Global Survey of the State of Civil Society includes in its

definition of civil society activities such as volunteering and

participation in organizations, social movements, faith-

based organizations, groups, clubs, community associa-

tions, and the like (Heinrich, 2007: xxi–xxvii). Virginia A.

Hodgkinson (2003: 35–36) is more expansive in identify-

ing civil society as the ‘‘public space . . .between govern-

ment and the market where citizens could debate ideas,

serve various causes, research, engage in political and

social action, advocate, and or protest, sing in choirs,

associate in diverse kinds of organizations, serve others

in need, educate, recreate, and generally participate and

contribute to the life of their communities.’’ Given these

broad conceptualizations of civil society, volunteers, and

volunteerism – the topic of this chapter – must play a

prominent role.

In a review article on ‘‘Voluntarism’’ published in the

International Encyclopedia of Public Policy and Adminis-

tration scarcely a decade ago, Jeffrey L. Brudney (1998)

lamented that little firm knowledge seemed to exist on the

topic cross-nationally, and urged the need for more inter-

national research on volunteering. Although much more

remains to be discovered and learned in this arena, the

comparative study of volunteerism is ‘‘now flourishing’’

http://www.energizeinc.com/store/5-224-E-1
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(Musick & Wilson, 2008: 368), with new international

surveys and literature. This chapter takes advantage of

the international interest and research to discuss volunteers

in civil society. It addresses four basic questions in this core

domain: (1) Definition: Who is a volunteer? (2) Interna-

tional perspectives: Howmuch volunteering occurs? (3) Key

issues: What factors affect volunteering in civil society?

(4) Future directions: What are some of the major research

questions awaiting further inquiry on volunteers and vol-

unteering in civil society? Before turning to those ques-

tions, the chapter briefly considers the historical context

of this essay.

Definition
Despite the roots of civil society, civic engagement, and

the nonprofit sector in voluntary activity, the meaning

and use of the term ‘‘volunteer’’ is not uniform across

researchers, participants, or the public. As Ram A. Cnaan

et al. (1996: 365) observe, ‘‘Although researchers currently

use the term volunteer across a wide range of settings to

denote nonsalaried service, the term has no clear and

coherent definition.’’ In their comprehensive volume,

Volunteers: A Social Profile, Marc A. Musick and John

Wilson (2008) devote an entire chapter to defining volun-

teers and volunteering, distinguishing these terms from

related concepts such as membership, social activism, and

caring. They conclude, ‘‘Deciding what should count as

volunteer work turns out to be much more difficult than

it might at first appear’’ (p. 25). The lack of consensus

regarding meaning and use confounds even the most basic

scientific activities to measure, classify, and compare volun-

teering across different studies, contexts, and countries.

Although work is underway to clarify the international

context – the Center for Civil Society Studies at Johns

Hopkins University (2007) is involved in a major effort

with the International Labour Organization and the

United Nations to reconcile and standardize data collec-

tion and reporting on volunteers cross-nationally through

measuring volunteer work in official national labor force

surveys throughout the world – confusion persists. That

confusion spills over to respondents in survey research,

who while providing answers to questions asking if they

volunteer, must wonder what the term encompasses,

and whether their activity falls under the definition.

Meijs et al. (2003: 19) remark, ‘‘People presented with

seemingly similar examples of volunteering perceive

them differently as volunteering, for unknown reasons.

The same people may perceive volunteer activities differ-

ently depending on their own context or reference. Espe-

cially for international comparative studies, a better

understanding of the definition and even more important
perception of volunteering is needed’’ (compareMusick &

Wilson, 2008: 25).

Based on a comprehensive review of definitions of

volunteer found in the literature, Cnaan and Laura

Amrofell (1994) identified ten facets of volunteering:

who is the volunteer, what is being volunteered, the level

of formality versus informality of the volunteer work, the

frequency of volunteering, the amount of time devoted to

each volunteer episode, the relationship of the volunteer

to the beneficiaries of the activity, the characteristics of

those beneficiaries, who manages the volunteers, volun-

teer management activities, and rewards to the volunteer.

Using a mapping sentence approach, Cnaan and Amrofell

(1994: 349) insist that to understand and compare find-

ings of studies on ‘‘volunteers’’ correctly, the ten facets

(the full sentence) must be explicated: ‘‘It is our con-

tention that only the combination of all facets forms a

volunteer profile that is distinctive enough to warrant

generalizations.’’

Cnaan et al. (1996) found that all definitions of vol-

unteer can be distilled into four common dimensions, and

that these dimensions establish a criterion for assessing

and comparing all definitions and situations of who is a

volunteer. Based on a review of more than 300 articles and

reports, these dimensions (and their gradations) consist

of: the degree of voluntariness of the activity (from free

will, to relatively uncoerced, to obligation to volunteer);

the nature of the reward received by the volunteer

(none, none expected, expenses reimbursed, stipend/low

pay); the context or auspices or structure in which the

volunteer activity takes place (formal, i.e., in an organiza-

tional setting, versus informal); and the beneficiaries of

the voluntary activity (from an act that benefits/helps

other people or strangers, to one that benefits/helps friends

or relatives, to one that benefits the volunteer as well as

other people). Cnaan et al. (1996) maintain that all defini-

tions of volunteer can be subsumed under these four

dimensions, with the definitions of volunteer ranging

from the most restrictive or ‘‘pure’’ (characterized by

free will, no reward to the volunteer, undertaken in a

formal structure, with other people/strangers as benefici-

aries) to the most inclusive or ‘‘broad’’ (characterized

by an obligation to volunteer, stipend/low pay to the

volunteer, undertaken informally, with the volunteer as

a beneficiary), and ‘‘moderate’’ or mixed conceptions

falling in-between.

Although no single conception of volunteer can

be considered ‘‘the’’ correct one, how the public (and

researchers) define and measure the term has implications

for public policy, academic studies, and cross-national

comparison. Cnaan et al. (1996) propose that the public
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at large defines volunteering according to the more

restrictive definitions, and conclude that people who

incur a high ‘‘net cost’’ in volunteering (broadly defined

as the costs minus the benefits to the volunteer) are likely

to be viewed as a more of a volunteer than someone whose

net cost is low. Costs to the volunteer include such items

as the time spent volunteering, effort, and income and

social pleasures forgone. Benefits include not only tangi-

ble (monetary) benefits but also enhanced social status

and opportunities, the probability of future tangible

rewards such as business contacts, work experience, and

skills acquisition (p. 373). The researchers examined this

characterization of perceptions of volunteering based on a

sample of 514 respondents in the United States (in the

states of Pennsylvania and Delaware) and found that

the concept of net cost best accounted for the judgments

of who is considered a volunteer (p. 375). The higher the

net cost and the ‘‘purer’’ the volunteer act, the higher

the person was ranked as a volunteer (p. 381).

Building on this research, Handy et al. (2000) and

Meijs et al. (2003) show that the net-cost conception of

volunteering holds internationally. They find that the

more altruistic the activity, the higher the net cost, and

the more likely the person is to be perceived as a volunteer

by the public. In a cross-national study based on data

from large samples (450 adults or more) in Canada,

India, Italy, the Netherlands, and the United States (in

the states of Georgia and Philadelphia), ‘‘The data strong-

ly support the theory of net cost in explaining public

perceptions of who is ‘more’ a volunteer. . .[T]he data

show that the higher the perceived net cost to the volun-

teer of a certain volunteer activity the higher the indivi-

dual is ranked as a volunteer’’ (p. 64). This trend is

prevalent in each of the cultures examined: Across all

four dimensions of volunteering identified by Cnaan

et al. (1996), the more altruistic the person, the higher

the net cost and the more likely the person is to be

perceived as a volunteer.

Although no uniform or ‘‘standard’’ definition of vol-

unteer fits all contexts and circumstances, this research

demonstrates that volunteering can be understood along

four dimensions: voluntariness of the activity, the nature

of the reward received by the volunteer, the auspices or

structure in which the volunteer activity takes place, and

the beneficiaries of the voluntary activity. These four

dimensions offer a continuum from the most pure or

restricted conception of volunteering to the most broad

and encompassing. The implication is that it is not the

activity itself that undergirds popular conceptions and

definitions of who is a volunteer or what is volunteering,

but the context of the activity. In general, based on
evidence across several nations, the more restrictive the

conception, the more likely the public is to regard those

instances as volunteering. Musick and Wilson (2008: 26)

concur that ‘‘what is normally considered volunteer work

is formal, public, and unpaid.’’ Survey research, which

undergirds much of the knowledge of volunteering –

and virtually all of its measurement – is likely to reflect

this perspective (Hodgkinson, 2003).

Historical Background
This chapter aims to contribute to the knowledge of

volunteerism in civil society based on the results of the

rich empirical inquiry that has been undertaken on the

topic. Although volunteers and volunteering have a long

history in civil society, very little systematic empirical

information on volunteerism exists dating back more

than two decades, especially from an international per-

spective. Even in the United States, where empirical

research on volunteerism has the longest legacy, data

pertaining to volunteering are rare prior to the last decade

of the twentieth century. An empirically-based ‘‘history’’

of volunteer involvement in civil society cross-nationally

would more likely tap mounting interest in this phenom-

enon and sophistication in its measurement than any

reliable trends or developments. Systematic empirical re-

search on volunteerism is growing across the globe. This

chapter draws on this emerging body of knowledge to

synthesize and present vital information regarding volun-

teers and volunteering in civil society.

Key Issues
What factors affect volunteering in civil society? This key

issue has long attracted the attention of students of vol-

unteerism. Several scholars have prepared insightful

reviews attempting to summarize the voluminous litera-

ture devoted to explaining who volunteers and the factors

that affect this behavior (Wymer et al, 1996; Smith, 1994;

Berger, 1991). Gazley and Dignam (2008) offer a very

recent review, focused primarily on volunteering in the

United States.

Based on a 1990 national survey of giving and volun-

teering behavior in the United States, Berger (1991) con-

cluded that the strongest factor leading one to volunteer is

to have been the target of recruitment efforts, a finding

corroborated in many other surveys (e.g., Independent

Sector, 2002; Kirsch et al., 2000). From an analysis of a

pooled data-set compiled from a series of surveys on

giving and volunteering in the United States under-

taken by the Independent Sector in the 1990s (1990,

1992, 1994, 1996, and 1999), Musick and Wilson (2008:

290) find, ‘‘Regardless of socio-demographic differences
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and differences in church attendance, people were more

likely to volunteer if they were asked. Only 15% of those

who had not been recruited last year had done any volun-

teer work during that time, compared to three-quarters of

those who had been.’’ Moreover, people who have been

recruited contribute many more hours; the ratio of volun-

teers to hours donated among those recruited is five times

higher than for people who have not been recruited.

Berger finds that making philanthropic contributions is

closely associated with volunteering to organizations, al-

though the direction of the relationship (does donat-

ing time lead to donating money, or the reverse?) and

the source (are giving time and money the product of

some other factor, such as family upbringing?) are unclear.

The level of formal education attained is the individual

characteristic with the strongest impact on volunteering.

In cross-national studies, too, the more education people

have, the more likely they are to volunteer (Musick &

Wilson, 2008: 365). Smith (1994) concurs with these

findings, and identifies other variables important to

volunteering, such as higher socioeconomic status and

participation in other forms of social activity. Frequent

churchgoers are more likely to volunteer than those who

never go to church; ‘‘in virtually all countries for which

there are reliable data, frequency of church attendance is

positively related to volunteering’’ (Musick & Wilson,

2008: 359).

In the United States, Gazley and Dignam (2008: 7)

observe that ‘‘the demographic profile of the American

volunteer is fairly stable,’’ with women volunteering

slightly more than men, married people substantially

more than those who are single, parents with children

under age 18 more than those without, and employed

people more than the unemployed (US Bureau of Labor

Statistics, 2008). Cross-nationally, employed people are

more likely to volunteer than those not in the labor

force. However, women are less likely to be involved in

volunteering, especially in more traditional cultures and

societies (Musick & Wilson, 2008: 365–366).

Age bears a more complicated relationship to volun-

teering in the United States, Gazley and Dignam (2008: 8)

describe it as an ‘‘s-curve’’: Teenagers are more likely to

volunteer than adults in their twenties, but individuals

aged 35–44 are most likely to volunteer, followed by

older age groups (p. 8). In general, with the exception of

teenagers, individuals are more likely to volunteer at

midlife than at younger or older ages. Cross-nationally,

age manifests highly contingent effects on the rate of vol-

unteering according to the individual country (Musick &

Wilson, 2008: 367–368). Finally, socioeconomic status

and education are the strongest predictors of formal
volunteering to an organization, although less so for in-

formal volunteering in the United States. ‘‘Volunteerism is

also strongly linked to other kinds of civic engagement.

Volunteers are more likely to vote, engage in political

organizing, and make charitable gifts when compared

to non-volunteers’’ (Gazley & Dignam, 2008: 7; Wing

et al., 2008).

All of the research reviews agree on the complexity of

volunteer behavior and offer explanatory frameworks

encompassing multiple dimensions and many variables.

Smith (1994) establishes that a complete explanation of

volunteering must take into account the context or envi-

ronment of the individual (for example, size of commu-

nity); her or his social background (for example, gender);

personality (for example, sense of efficacy); attitudes (for

example, liking volunteer work); situation (for example,

receiving services from the organization); and social

participation (for example, neighborhood interaction).

Similarly, Wymer et al. (1996) propose a model of the

‘‘Determinants of Volunteerism’’ which includes variables

related to: the person (personality, values, attitudes),

social interactions (previous, current, anticipated), effi-

cacy (skill utilization, skill development), and context

(time, money, psychological). In their book Musick and

Wilson (2008) elaborate a more exhaustive inventory of

explanatory factors (chapters) encompassing: subjective

dispositions (personality; motives; values, norms, and

attitudes); individual resources (socioeconomic resources,

time and health, gender, race); and the social context of

volunteering (life course: early stages; life course: later

stages; social resources; volunteer recruitment; schools

and congregations; community, neighborhood, city, and

region).

Adding to this complexity are country- or national-

level differences in volunteering. ‘‘Volunteer characteris-

tics vary considerably from country to country, along

with the extent of research efforts to understand volun-

tary activity’’ (Gazley & Dignam, 2008: 6–7). Citing

research by the Johns Hopkins Center for Civil Society

Studies noted above, Hodgkinson (2003: 39–41) sum-

marizes, ‘‘One can theorize that the wide variation in

volunteer rates has to do with culture, national history,

religious background, or economic situation, but the data

are uneven. The volunteer rates of various nations cannot

be fully explained by any one of these variables with much

consistency. . . . Across nations, however, there is no single

predictor of volunteering that stands out.’’

Musick and Wilson (2008: 342–369) make clear that

a full explanation of volunteering from the international

perspective must embrace both national-level variations

in volunteering, i.e., structural features such as type of
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government, size of the welfare state, income, class struc-

ture, and size of the nonprofit sector, and individual-level

variations (variables) or ‘‘correlates’’ pertaining to the

people living in those countries. Based on the 1999–2001

World Values Survey data, they classify volunteering into

three clusters, service, advocacy, and religious, and use

appropriate multilevel modeling techniques to estimate

the effects of both country- and individual-level variables

on participation in the different types.

The results of the Musick-Wislson (2008: 364–365)

multilevel analysis show that service volunteers were more

likely to be male, single, working part-time, highly edu-

cated, affluent, and frequent churchgoers. They explain

that this international portrait of the typical volunteer

differs from that of the American volunteer (described by

Gazley & Digan, 2008) in being male and single (perhaps

because youth and sports volunteering are included in the

classification of service volunteering). Advocacy volun-

teers were more likely to be male, middle aged, employed,

well educated, affluent, and frequent churchgoers. This

profile is quite similar to the American volunteer with the

exception of being male rather than female, probably a

consequence of the inclusion of work-related associations

in the advocacy category. Finally, religious volunteers

tended to be older, married, better educated, paid higher

salaries, part-time workers, and frequent churchgoers.

This profile is also quite similar to that of the American

volunteer, with the exception that the WVS religious vol-

unteer is no more likely to be male than female. In sum,

Musick and Wilson (2008: 365) find that the socioeco-

nomic profile of the volunteer in different countries is

quite similar – with the exception of the effect of gender –

but that the mix of volunteer activities across countries

leads to some differences in who volunteers.

International Perspectives
Volunteering is a significant social – and economic – force

in civil society across nations. In theUnited States, the first

nationally representative study of volunteer involvement

in nonprofit organizations determined that four out of

five public charities with $25,000 in annual gross receipts

utilized volunteers (Urban Institute, 2004). Hundreds of

thousands more nonprofit groups and associations with

fewer budgetary resources, including the legions of all

volunteer organizations, enlist volunteers. One in three

religious congregations in the United States manages

volunteers in social service outreach programs (Urban

Institute, 2004). According to surveys conducted by the

US Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Corporation for

National and Community Service, in the United States

about 6.5% of the population volunteers on an average
day, or more than 15 million volunteers per day in 2006.

They donated about 12.9 billion hours in 2006, the equiv-

alent of 7.6 million full-time employees. Were these

volunteers compensated monetarily at the average private

nonfarm hourly wage rate, the equivalent dollar value of

their contribution would reach a staggering $215.6 billion

(Wing et al., 2008: 70; US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008;

compare Independent Sector, 2001).

Evidence has begun to accumulate cross-nationally

regarding the scope of volunteering. Very recently, the

capability to capture this type of information has im-

proved across the globe. Meeting in Geneva, Switzerland,

in December 2008, the eighteenth International Confer-

ence of Labour Statisticians representing a cross-section

of the world’s official statistical agencies adopted standard

guidelines developed by the Johns Hopkins University

Center for Civil Society Studies to measure the amount

and characteristics of the work of volunteers using labor

force and other household surveys in every country.

Researchers at the Johns Hopkins University Center

have taken an active role in defining and measuring

‘‘Global Civil Society’’ (Salamon et al., 2003). Using a

common research methodology applied across eight

highly diverse countries and cultures (Australia, Belgium,

Canada, the Czech Republic, France, Japan, New Zealand,

and the United States), these researchers establish that

nonprofit institutions are a ‘‘significant economic force’’

(Salamon et al., 2007: 4). Including the value added by

volunteers, these institutions account for an average of 5%

of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the eight countries

for which comparable data are available (p. 4). Even when

estimated conservatively, volunteer time accounts for

more than a quarter of the contribution of nonprofit

institutions to GDP (seven-country average) compared

to other factors (i.e., employee compensation, consump-

tion of fixed capital, net taxes on production, and

operating surplus) (p. 9). Of the sources of nonprofit

revenue from philanthropy, moreover, gifts of time sur-

pass gifts of money by a ratio of almost 1.5: 1, and in some

countries by ratio of 3:1 (seven-country average, p. 10).

In earlier research Salamon and Sokolowski (2001,

2003) examined volunteering in 24 countries across 12

different areas of nonprofit activity (culture; education

and research; health; social services; environment; develop-

ment; civic and advocacy; philanthropy; international;

religious congregations; business, professional, and unions;

and ‘‘other’’). They found that the volunteer work con-

tributed to these organizations is equivalent to 11 million

full-time-equivalent (FTE) jobs (p. 3). In a larger study of

35 nations, researchers found that over 40% of full-time

equivalent nonprofit jobs were volunteers, the equivalent of
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16.8 million full-time workers (Anheier & Salamon, 2006,

98). As in the more recent Center for Civil Society Studies

report described above (Salamon et al., 2007), volunteer

work was shown to provide a much greater share of

private philanthropy than money, on average exceeding

private monetary donations by a ratio of 2:1. The authors

conclude, ‘‘Therefore, volunteering adds an important

dimension to the picture of the nonprofit sector drawn

by economic indicators – it gives social salience to non-

profit operations. It stands to reason that a relatively high

volume of volunteer input contributed to nonprofit enti-

ties reflects a relatively high level of importance attributed

to the work of these entities by society at large’’ (p. 4).

Expressed as a proportion of total nonagricultural em-

ployment to control for differences in the size of national

economies, the volume of volunteer activity across the 24

countries ranged from a low of 0.2% of nonagricultural

employment in Mexico to a high of 8.0% in Sweden; the

average across the 24 countries was 2.5% (Salamon &

Sokolowski, 2001, 2003).With respect to fields of volunteer

activity, social services and culture and recreation combined

absorbed nearly 60% of all volunteer input in the 23

countries with available data. The remaining 40% of volun-

teer effort was distributed among eight fields, most promi-

nently, health, community, and economic development,

education, unions, and professional associations, and civic

and advocacy activity. Although most volunteer input con-

centrates in the areas of social services and culture and

recreation, substantial differences arise among countries in

the distribution of this activity. In sum, not only does the

amount of volunteer activity vary substantially cross-na-

tionally, but also so does its composition (Salamon& Soko-

lowski, 2001, 2003; Anheier & Salamon, 2006).

Using different sources of data Hodgkinson (2003)

has also explored ‘‘Volunteering in Global Perspective.’’

Based on data from the European Values Surveys (EVS)

and the World Values Surveys (WVS), which built upon

the EVS, she presents results on volunteering from those

47 countries whose data collection had been completed

in the 1999–2002 EVS/WVS surveys (p. 37).

The findings from Hodgkinson’s (2003) analysis show

enormous, and sometimes anomalous, variation in the

rate of reported volunteering by global region and nation

(see also Musick &Wilson, 2008: 343). Helmut K. Anheier

and Lester M. Salamon (2006: 98) caution, ‘‘Systematic

information and knowledge about volunteering in non-

Western countries is still sketchy.’’ As expected, the United

States, long known for its history as a nation of ‘‘joiners’’

and volunteers (Ellis & Campbell, 2005), has an impressive

reported volunteer rate of two-thirds (66%) of its adult

population. Yet, China recorded the highest rate of any
country in the 1999–2002 EVS/WVS surveys, with over

three-fourths (77%) of the adult population classified as

‘‘volunteers’’; Hodgkinson (2003, 39) explains, ‘‘but this is

because the population is expected to volunteer by the

government.’’ Similarly, in some Eastern European

countries and Russia, where the transition to democracy

has been difficult, volunteer rates were much lower, 7% in

Russia (the lowest rate of any of the 47 countries and the

only one in single digits) and 10% in Serbia, perhaps

because ‘‘volunteering is associated with required volun-

teering under communism’’ (p. 39). Hodgkinson (2003)

also finds great variation across countries with respect to

the fields in which volunteers are involved, social welfare,

religion, environment, and sports, a finding echoed by

Musick and Wilson (2008; see below).

In sum, volunteering is a significant social and eco-

nomic force cross-nationally. By the end of the twentieth

century a trend toward the ‘‘globalization of volunteer-

ing’’ was evident, acknowledged by the United Nations

in a resolution declaring 2001 the ‘‘International Year of

Volunteers’’ (Musick & Wilson, 2008: 533). Although the

trend may be sweeping, based on the studies undertaken,

the explanation of volunteering cross-nationally, and even

within a single country, is expected to be complex and

contingent.

Future Directions
This chapter has provided crucial background informa-

tion on volunteers and volunteering in civil society. It has

addressed the topics of definition, international perspec-

tives, and key issues. The chapter concludes by proposing

major research questions awaiting further inquiry on

volunteers and volunteering in civil society.

A first question concerns the characteristics of the

voluntary activity itself. Considerable literature and com-

mentary suggest sharp growth in ‘‘episodic volunteers,’’

a substantial group whose psychological and time com-

mitment to any one organization is highly tenuous

(Macduff, 2005; Hustinx & Lammertyn, 2003; Brudney &

Gazley, 2006; Fixler, Eichberg & Lorenz, 2008). Although

the traditional conception of service volunteering, espe-

cially in the United States, depicts participants contribut-

ing time to an organization on a fairly regular, ongoing

basis, episodic volunteers may donate time just once or

sporadically or perhaps for a short period or specific

project. In the US episodic volunteers may account for

as much as 40% or more of volunteers (Kirsch et al.,

2000: 5). Steve McCurley and Susan Ellis (2003: 1) con-

clude, ‘‘You can find similar data in Canada, Australia, the

United Kingdom, and practically every other country

that’s done even a casual survey of volunteer attitudes.’’
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The roots of episodic volunteering warrant further study.

Equally important is the question of how episodic volun-

teering affects programs, organizations, missions, and

causes that depend on sustained volunteer labor. How

will host organizations and groups adapt to an apparently

large and growing number of volunteers who prefer to

give their time in a manner that although consistent with

their own attitudes and motivations may be less helpful to

the needs and interests of organizations for continuing

involvement?

This concern with the role of the organization in regard

to (episodic) volunteering raises a second issue: What part

does volunteer management play in stimulating, maintain-

ing, and enhancing volunteer engagement? Research is need-

ed on such questions as, how do nonprofit and voluntary

organizations, businesses, and corporations with employee-

based and other volunteer programs, and even government

organizations – which enlist perhaps one-quarter of all

volunteer activity in the United States (Brudney, 1990) –

affect who volunteers, how much they volunteer, the

effects of the contribution of time for the individual and

the organization and its voluntary mission, and the pro-

spects for future volunteering. To take but one example,

the Corporation for National and Community Service

(2007) in the United States reports that one in three

Americans dropped out of volunteering between 2005

and 2006, and McCurley and Lynch (2005) document

challenges in retaining volunteers cross-nationally. At

least some of the blame for the fall-off must be placed at

the door of host organizations and their volunteer pro-

grams and managers. Related questions concern whether

different types of volunteer programs, for example, those

organized around service delivery, mutual support, cam-

paigning, membership, advocacy, emergency response,

etc., require different models of volunteer management

to achieve greater participation and effectiveness, and

how ‘‘success’’ might be defined and measured across

such substantial differences in program structure and

context.

A final, broad question builds on this foundation. If a

goal of volunteer involvement is to strengthen and expand

civil society, what are the most efficacious means to in-

crease volunteerism? At the societal level governments

would seem to possess a variety of policy tools, such as

statements of volunteer policy, exhortations by elected

and appointed leaders, volunteer service programs, and

provisions in the tax code. An array of more specific

means are available at the community level, such as

voluntary action centers (or volunteer centers) to sort

and match people’s interests in volunteering with suit-

able placements, service-learning, and other volunteer
opportunities required or recommended in the schools,

faith-based volunteer initiatives organized and supported

by religious institutions, and business investment of con-

tributed time and money in civic projects and goals.

Surveys of volunteer participation and behavior

alone, such as those examined and referenced in this

essay, have limited ability to address the future directions

for research anticipated in this chapter. To provide a more

complete understanding, companion studies are needed

on volunteer-involving organizations and their volunteer

programs, including the approaches, means and person-

nel used to engage, motivate, retain, and manage these

vital human resources. Supplementing the surveys on

volunteerism with this research would greatly contribute

to the knowledge of volunteers and volunteering in civil

society.
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